In thw pq=wr WC \hcw thrtt the enttre graph of a bridgcle\s connected plane graph is hitm&wnlan. and thwt the entlrz pph of ti plane blwk IS hamiltonian connected and vertex p~~c~whc. In addition. WI: 4ww that in an); hhxk G which is not a circuit, given a vertex v of G and (4 TWUI~ k of G.
se! of vlcrticcs of ;%epree 0 in B. If B is 3 subgraph of graph G, then we w&c G -R
for (G -E (S )) -V,,( G --E (B 1). A link pph
is a graph with precisely two vertices and a single edge joining them.
In f6A. J. Mitchem conjectured that e'vcry connected bridgeless plane graph has a hamittonian entirle graph, and he proll~ed this result for several special.classes of such graphs. Here we prove the genelral result. We first need several lemmas. A cactrds is a connected graph in which eaIich block is a link graph or a circuit. Clearly every cactus is planar. Unless we say 4 -q~~:e:wise, each circuit in 3 graph W is wri!tcn as the sequence of vertices of N in t! e circuit.
Lemma 1. Let G be Q bridg&ss cactrr.5, CZM~ Iet 17 he CI tvrtex of G. Thtv~ 4 (G ) has Q hamiltonitrn circuit k in which each terror (,j' G is imrnediutt+ preceded in k by tin edge o,f G. t' is immediately precedtqd and rmnrediotely foliowed in k by edges of G.
and each face of G is immediately pcr~&~ " Jy Q vertex and immt~dicztelp followed by an edge of G incident with thz t!erte_y, Proof" If ci consists of the circuit 17:~ t'~!~ 1;:. . . . . c,, e,, U: with n 3 3, where t':. t.':, . . . , u, are the vertices of G and c y. Y_. . . . , e, are the edges of G. if G has faces R and R'. and if the preselected VCTTC* c is c I. then the required hamiltonian circui"l k is t'!, e,, II:, R, e:, c3, R'. cl, . . . . P,.. t',. Since n 3 3, this proves the lemma ft?r G a circuit.
Srtppo~c the lemma is true for all brid@ss plane cacti with r -I blc~ks. Let G have r bltlcks and fct B be an end block of 6; with cut vertex 14 of G in R. Since G has at least two end blocks. we may supp~ 1s;~' L' E V(B -14 ). Let G' = G -B and let R hc the face of G' separated by R in G t cm two faces R, and R,. By the induction hypothesis. e(G') has a hamiltonian cir alt k' = 14, (a), w, R, e, (b), e', u, where Q and t, are sequences, w is a vertex of G', e is an edge on the boundary of R and incident with #: e' is an edge incident jlr,ith 14, and o is preceded and followed immediately in k ' by edges of G '. Suppolhe t" is on the boundary of R 1 in (c; ; then H' is also on the boundary of R, (an arguml.nt similar to the following will work if Y is on the boundary of RL7). Let*% circuit about R be U, fl, z,, f2, 2:. . . . . z, l, f,, II, where u. 2;. . -_, z, : are the vcrticcs of f3 and ft,. . . .f, arc the cdglcs of B. Then k = I~&). w. R. e,(b). e',f!. tl, R&, z:, . . I, z, I& 14 is the required hanriltonian circuit in e(G ). Xotc that every vertex which is followed by an t\dpL in k' is followed by an edge in k, and so 2: is followed in k by an edge of G.
A mu&i-circuit block is a block which cclntains a vertex of degree greater than fwo. 'The next lemma has several easy proofs; we have selected one of the more straightforward ones. disjoin:t x, y-paths needed to show G -/p / is two-connected. Otherwise, let I and s be vertices of R and S, respectively, on / k / -/ 4 /, and let M be a / k /-fragment which includes both F(q) and f_(q). The required x, y-paths for the possible pm&ions of R and S are: shown by wavy lines in figs. 1 and 2.
As sihown in fig. 3 , we cannot insist that tl E (F(p), L(p)}. since the vertex u shown in that figure is in every removable path of G.
The proof of Lemma 3 cam be easily converted into a fast algorithm for finding a removable path p in a block which avoids testmg subgraphs of G for twocannc;ctedness: Chooslc am arbitrary circuit k in G. List all edges joining two vcrtictc of k and not in k:, and list all components of G -V(k ). From these lists, construct a list of / k f-fragments and use the resulting list of / k ./-fragments to get a Iist of paths in / k / joining successive vertices of attachment of / k /-fragments. From the list of paths, delete any paths with tl in their interior and choose a shortest path 4 from the vemaining collection of paths. Any suspended path p of G in / 9 ,! i4 removable. 
Then e(G j is hamiltonian.
I%of, We use induction on the number n of edges of the graph. If n = 3, then the graph is a circuit and e(G) is hamiltonian by Lemma I, Let G be a connected bridgeless plane graph wit?) p1? 2 4, and suppose the theorem is true for all such graphs Iwith fewer than n edges. If G is a cactus, then e(G) is hamiltonian by Lemma 1. Thus we may suppose at least one block of G is a multi-circuit block. By Lemma 2, let B be a multi-circuit / is a block. In the graph G -(e,, . . . . e,) , each U, is in a component which we denote by C, (note that if I = 1 this is vacuously true and that any of the C might consist only of u, ). Let G, = G -IJ::: c,, and let C;, = G -lp 1. Let p' = e,. ul,. . . , u, ,, e, . In G,, let RI and R2 be the two faces which border the edges of p. In G2, R, and R2 have become a single face R. By the induction assumption. e(G:) has a hamiltonian circuit k" = R, x2, (g), x,, R, where 1, and S: ale elements of G, and g is a sequence. We will enlarge k" first into a hamiltonian circuit k in e(G,) such that p' is a section of k, and then we will enIa.rge k into a harniitonian circuit in e(G). We will express these hamiitbnian circuits by their sequences of vertkes.
If X, is a neighbor of R, in G, and x2 is a neighb,lr of 2: in G,, then we can replace k" hy RI. (p'). R=. x-. (g). x1 . R, to obtain a hamiltonian circuit k of e(G,) in which p' is a section. A similar circuit exists if x1 is a neighbor of RI! and x2 is a neighbor of R ,.
Thus we suppose that neither x1 nor x2 is a neighbor of R;, in G,. Le: k' = RI. .xJg). x1. R,, a circuit in c(G,); we will now expand k' to a hamiltonian circuit in a(G,).
In G, let the boundary of Rz be consecutively ((;,) ; thus e(G,) contains a circuit k, which contains all of the vertices of e(G,) except R:. f:, . . . ,f ( , , e, . Us, e2, . . . . e, , u, , . and e,. Hence we can place the sequent,: R:. (p'), fI.. . ,fi I or its inverse between y, and fi in k, to obtain a hamiltonian circuit k of e(G,) in which p' is a section.
If j does not exist;then there are sequences a' and b'such that k' or its inverse is (a'). .x,, f,, (/I'). where X, is an edge of G incident with uo. In this case,
((1'). x,, (p'). R:.fi, (h')
is th e required hamiltonian circuit of e(G,) in which p' is a section.
Thus in both case?; e(G,) has a hamiltonian circuit k with section p' which we now enlarge to a hamiltonian circuit of e(G). For each i E {l. . l s ,I' -I) for -hich c, has an edge, tye insert the edges. vertices different from u,, and interior regions of c, inta k ;,2s fo]lcpws: According to Lemma 1, e(C: ) has a hamiltonian circuit c: in which the external face is immediately preceded and followed by adjacent elements of C,, and II, is preceded by an edge k. Omitting the external face from this In the case of a plane block, the result of Theorem 1 can be considerably improved. We first need two prior results. We say that a graph is hamiltonian ~onrtwted if and only if between every two vertices of G there is a hamiltonian path. The square G' of a~ graph G is formed as follows: V(G2) = V( G ) and two %eertices are adjacent in G' if ,and only if their distance in G is 1 or 2. Theorem h is pr&ed in [Z] , using a result af Fleischner I-11. is hamiltonian connected and vertex pancyclic. Therefore, e(G) is hamiltonian cr>nnccted and vertex pancyclic.
